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Group(last week):

At the last meeting, we have looked at what we are doing and what are the problems. Also, 

we decided to apply Yağız's short term work plan.

Yağız:

This week I have worked on a new chat class. Our previous chat class was implemented as 

static. However this one is non-static and an object of this class will be created for every user. I 

have again had some problems and I have asked them on the dwr forums. Last few days of the week 

I have dealt with planning of version 1. I have prepared prototypes of the classes which are related 

with the group and topic search pages.

Caner:

This week I have continued to implement Facebook Application for profile import task. I 

have added two more PHP files to CVS for this application. Other than these I have renewed the 

Gantt  Chart  with new tasks before the Version 1.0.  Also corrected the time for Version 1.0 to 

4/4/2008.

Kutlu:

I have prepared the Profile class and maintain its database connection. Also I  started to 

GroupAction class.

Serhat:

This week, I worked on COMET and I achieved to supply a reversed-AJAX service. At last, 

we will have not only messaging system, but also “instant” messaging system. Basically, it is a 

long-polling  system  using  “jetty”  on  Tomcat  and  ,“dojo”,  a  Javascript  library  like  DWR.  In 

addition, I searched about STRUTS and collected some information which are “How STRUTS can 

integrate to a project?”. I found impressive solutions. In essence, I prepared a plan.

Group(next week):

Next  week  everyone  will  be  dealing  with  jobs  that  are  assigned  to  him.  Yağız  will  be 



completing instant messaging module with Serhat. Also, Serhat will be introduce group members to 

improvement about STRUTS plan on the next group meeting. Caner will put the application to 

SVN for testings and will try to finalize before time to help others with their tasks. Kutlu will finish 

GroupAction and GroupInfo class.


